The temperature and density dependence of the relaxation times, thermal conductivity, shear viscosity and bulk viscosity for a hot and dense gas consisting of pions, kaons and nucleons have been evaluated in the kinetic theory approach. The in-medium cross-sections for ππ, πK and πN scatterings were obtained by using complete propagators for the exchanged ρ, σ, K * and ∆ excitations derived using thermal field theoretic techniques. Significant deviations have been observed when compared with corresponding calculations using vacuum crosssections usually employed in the literature. The value of the specific shear viscosity η/s is found to agree well with available estimates.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the past few decades ultrarelativistic heavy ion collision experiments have been pursued with a lot of vigour essentially because they provide us with the opportunity to examine strongly interacting matter at high energy densities by producing coloured degrees of freedom in a deconfined state known as quark-gluon plasma (QGP) in the initial stages, followed by a hot hadronic gas mixture [1] [2] [3] . Observations at RHIC have presented clear indications that the produced matter behaves more like a strongly interacting liquid compared to a weakly interacting gas [4] . This interpretation is primarily due to the fact that the STAR data on elliptic flow of charged hadrons in Au+Au collisions at √ s = 200 GeV per nucleon pair could be described (see e.g. [5] ) using very small but finite values of shear viscosity over entropy density ratio η/s in viscous hydrodynamic simulations. Thus the effects of dissipation on the dynamical evolution of matter produced in relativistic heavy ion collisions have been a much discussed topic in recent times [6] .
Dissipative phenomena are generally studied by considering small deviations from equilibrium at the microscopic level. Transport coefficients such as shear and bulk viscosity and thermal conductivity are estimated considering the transport of momenta and heat [7, 8] among the constituents. Quite a few studies on the viscous coefficients have been performed both for quark and hadronic matter . The estimations of shear (η) and the bulk (ζ) viscous coefficients are particularly significant as they can be useful signatures of phase transition or cross-over between quark and hadronic matter. The value of η/s shows a minimum near T c [4, 22] , close to the lower bound [36] , whereas ζ/s shows large or diverging [16, 19, 24] values around T c .
Collisions among constituents are responsible for the transport of momenta, heat etc. within the system and so the scattering cross-section is the principal dynamical input in transport equations where it appears in the collision integral. The hadron gas that is produced in the later stages of highly relativistic heavy ion collisions is presumably at a very high temperature and/or density. It is thus necessary that the relaxation time which quantifies the time scale of approach to equilibrium should be evaluated using in-medium scattering cross-sections in order to obtain a more realistic estimate of the transport coefficients.
Pions are the most abundant constituents of the hadron gas produced in heavy ion collisions at RHIC and LHC, [3] which lends justification to the large number of works that can be found in the literature considering a system of only pions in the study of transport coefficients [24, [37] [38] [39] . Results for multicomponent hadronic systems, though fewer, have also been reported e.g. [10, 13, 15, 40] . We explore this domain by systematically introducing, along with pions, the next abundant species, the kaons, and finally the nucleons to introduce finite baryon density in the system keeping in mind the upcoming CBM experiment at FAIR. Here, the hadronic system produced during the later stages of the collision will presumably be at a finite baryon density in addition to temperatures in the range 100-160 MeV. It is thus pertinent to consider medium effects in the scattering cross-section which is responsible for the dissipative phenomena.
In this work we consider a gas composed of three components, the pion, kaon and nucleon and intend to demonstrate the effect of the medium on the relaxation times and consequently the thermal conductivity and viscous coefficients of the pion system, pion-kaon system and the pion-kaon-nucleon system in the kinetic theory approach. We evaluate in particular the in-medium scattering cross-sections for ππ, πK and πN scattering. These interactions are dominated by the ρ, K * and ∆ resonances whose propagation gets modified in the medium. The effective propagators evaluated using techniques of Thermal Field Theory (TFT) are used in the matrix elements to obtain the in-medium cross-sections of scattering which turn out to be significantly different compared to their vacuum versions usually used in the literature. These were then used in the collision integral. While the left hand side of the transport equations for the different species are treated in the Chapman-Enskog approach the coupled collision integral is handled in the relaxation time approximation.
The article is organized as follows. In the next section we recall the formalism of obtaining transport coefficients using Boltzmann transport equation. In Sec. III the invariant amplitudes for scattering are discussed followed by the self-energies of the resonances in Sec. IV. Sec. V contains numerical results followed by a summary. Some calculational details are given in the Appendices.
II. VISCOSITIES FROM THE TRANSPORT EQUATION
In order to obtain the expression for the transport co-efficients we will make use of the relation between thermodynamic forces and the corresponding fluxes given by [41, 42] 
where I µ q is the heat flow, Π µν is the viscous part which carries information about the dissipative processes taking place in the system, P is the pressure, e is the energy per particle, n is the particle density, u ν is the particle four flow, η is the shear viscosity and ζ is the bulk viscosity.
The reduced heat flowĪ µ q can be expressed in terms of heat flow I µ as [7] 
Considering mechanical equilibrium i.e. the state with vanishing pressure gradients ∇ µ P = 0 and also considering vanishing gradients of particle fraction i.e. ∇ µ x = 0 we have (∇ µ µ j ) P,T = 0, thus Eq. (4) can be written as whenĪ
where L= λT , λ being the thermal conductivity. Energy and momentum transfer in the system occurs due to the flow and collision of the constituent particles. In systems out of equilibrium dissipative processes work to bring the system to equilibrium and hence the correlation between transport theory and viscous hydrodynamics is established by taking the distribution function f k for the k−th species to be slightly away from the equilibrium distribution function f (0) k . The measure of the deviation is given by the quantity δ f k . Thus we have,
where,
The ± sign in the above expression denotes the Bose enhancement and Pauli blocking. The equilibrium distribution function f
where p is the four momentum of the particle, u µ (x), µ k (x) and T (x) are the local flow velocity, chemical potential and temperature respectively. The ± sign in the distribution function denotes fermions(+) and bosons(−). In terms of the distribution function Π µν is given as,
where N is the number of different species of particles present in the system and
The reduced heat flow in terms of the distribution function is given bȳ
In order to realize the form of Π µν as expressed in Eq. (2) andĪ µ q as expressed in Eq. (4), the expression for φ k which is related to δ f k by Eq. (7) is written as a linear combination of thermodynamic forces of different tensorial ranks multiplied by suitable coefficients [42] . Thus for the case of thermal conductivity, shear and bulk viscosity φ k is chosen to be
where A k , B ν kq and C µν k are the unknown coefficients to be determined. The viscous part can be separated into a traceless part and the remainder as
where Π is the viscous pressure
so that
Substituting equations (7) and (11) in equations (4), (13) and (14) and hence making the comparison of the coefficients with equation (2) the expressions for thermal condcutivity λ, shear viscosity η and bulk viscosity ζ is obtained as-
To obtain the explicit form of thermal conductivity, shear and bulk viscosity we need to find the unknown coefficients A k , B kq α and C µν k and for that we will make use of the Boltzmann transport equation
where we have considered the binary collision p k + p l → p ′ k + p ′ l and g l is the degeneracy of the l th particle. The collision term on the right hand side is
where, W kl is the interaction rate.
The derivative ∂ µ can be separated in terms of a temporal and a spatial part in the local rest frame by writing
In the Chapman-Enskog approach, the distribution function and its derivative is expanded in terms of ǫ which is called the non-uniformity parameter or Knudsen number as
Considering only the first order in the above expansion and substituting in Eq. (18), the transport equation reduces to
Using conservation equations, the left hand side of the above equation can be simplified to obtain (see Appendix B)
where
with
Here h k is the enthalpy per particle of type k. The steps connecting Eq. (22) to Eq. (23) and the expressions for γ's are provided in Appendix B.
In order to proceed further and solve Eq. (22) we assume that in the interaction
only particles with momentum p k are out of equilibrium and the remaining ones i.e. particles with momentum p l , p ′ k and p ′ l are in equilibrium. This assumption is the well known Relaxation Time Approximation (RTA). Thus substituting f
respectively, the r.h.s. of Eq. (22) reduces to
with (27) in which, for four-momenta q, dΓ q = 1 2csh(ǫ k /2)
In the above equations, M kl is the invariant amplitude for elastic kl → kl scattering. Following Ref.
[10], we will assume f (0)
so that we can analytically integrate over the momenta of final particles k ′ and p ′ respectively. This results in the expression for the relaxation time as
Thus, using the RTA and Eq. (7), the transport equation can be reduced to
Substituting the expression for φ k from Eq. (11) in Eq. (29) and comparing the coefficients of (∂ · u), ∂ µ u ν and
T on both sides the unknown quantities A k , B ν kq and C µν k is found to be-
Finally, substituting the values of A k , B ν kq and C µν k in Eq. (15), (17) and (16) respectively we obtain the final expressions for thermal conductivity, shear and bulk viscosities as
It is clear from the above expressions that the relaxation times are the essential dynamical component responsible for dissipative processes occurring in the system evolving towards equilibrium. Evaluation of the relaxation times for the pion, kaon and nucleon in the medium using effective interactions constitutes the main part of this work. This is discussed in the next section.
III. INVARIANT AMPLITUDES
The in-medium cross-sections are obtained in the following manner. In the matrix elements for 2 → 2 scattering processes, evaluated from well-known effective interaction Lagrangians, the vacuum propagators corresponding to the intermediate resonances appearing in s-channel diagrams, are replaced with effective ones obtained from a Dyson-Schwinger sum containing one-loop self-energy diagrams in vacuum. This introduces an imaginary part in the matrix elements rendering a Breit-Wigner like structure to the cross-section. They are normalized to experimental data fixing a few unknown model parameters in the process. The corresponding in-medium cross-sections are then obtained by evaluating the self-energy diagrams in the medium using standard techniques of finite temperature field theory.
Let us begin by evaluating the matrix elements of π(k)π(p) → π(k ′ )π(p ′ ) scattering using the effective Lagrangian for ρππ and σππ interactions [43] 
The values of the coupling constants in Eq. (36) follow from the experimental decay widths of ρ and σ mesons and we get g ρπ π = 6.05 and g σπ π = 2.5. It is convenient to use the isospin basis for expressing the invariant amplitudes in different isospin channels. Denoting the invariant amplitude in a channel with total isospin I by M π π I , we get [44] M π π 2 are the Mandelstam variables. It is to be noted that, we have replaced the vacuum ρ and σ propagator in the s-channel diagrams by the complete ones obtained from a Dyson-Schwinger sum involving the one-loop self energies of ρ and σ mesons denoted by Π ρ and Π σ respectively. The calculations of the self energies will be discussed in Sec. IV.
The calculation of the invariant amplitudes for
are done in a similar way. In this case the interaction Lagrangians read [45, 46] 
are respectively the isospin doublets for the nucleon, Kaon and K * . The coupling constants are analogously fixed from the experimental decay widths of ∆ and K * and we get f π N∆ = 2.8, g π K K * = 10.80. The invariant amplitudes in different isospin channels are given by
where, T s , T u and T m contain traces over Dirac matrices and details can be found in Ref. [47] . In the above equations, Π ∆ and Π K * are the one-loop self energies of ∆ and K * which will be obtained in the next section. It is worth mentioning that, to take into account the finite size effect of the hadrons we have considered hadronic form factors
in each of the πN∆ and πKK * vertices where p is the momentum of nucleon/kaon and k is the momentum of pion. In this work we have taken Λ π N = 600 MeV and Λ π K = 350 MeV. In Eqs. (43) and (44), we have made an average over initial spin states and a sum over final spin states of the nucleon.
Since we will be calculating isospin averaged cross sections, we define the corresponding isospin averaged invariant amplitude by
which is used to obtain the cross-section from
IV. ONE-LOOP SELF ENERGIES OF ρ, σ, ∆ AND K *
The one-loop self energies Π h (q) of different hadrons h ∈ {ρ, σ, ∆, K * } at finite temperature and density can be calculated using the standard techniques of Real Time Formalism (RTF) of TFT [48, 49] 
whereas the imaginary part is
where, the distribution functions for loop particles are given by n
(according to boson/fermion) with
In the above equations, i-type particles are always bosons and a j = ∓1 depending upon whether the j-type particle is a boson/fermion. The self energy may contain additional Lorentz/Dirac indices, however in this work we have used the spin/polarization averaged self energies for the calculation of the S-matrix elements. It is worth mentioning that, if the i and/or j type particles are unstable, then the self energies are folded with the vacuum spectral functions of the loop particles.
The ρ self energy consists of {i, j} = {π, π}, {π, ω}, {π, h 1 } and {π, a 1 } loops whereas the σ self energy has contribution from only {i, j} = {π, π} loop. The detailed expressions of N ρ ij and N σ ij can be read from Ref. [44] . For ∆ self energy, we consider loop graphs containing {i, j} = {π, N }, {ρ, N }, {π, ∆} and {ρ, ∆} and detailed expressions of N ∆ ij may be found in Ref. [47] . For the K * , the contribution to the self energy comes from {i, j} = {π, K } and N K * π K is given by
The four different terms containing the Dirac delta functions in imaginary part of the self energy correspond to different physical processes like decay and scattering owing to the annihilation of hadron h in the thermal medium. We begin this section by discussing the elastic scattering cross sections for ππ → ππ, πN → πN and πK → πK. In Fig. 1 both vacuum and in-medium cross-sections are plotted along with the experimental data [10] . Since the matrix elements obtained in Sec. III contain the one-loop in-medium self energies of ρ, σ, ∆ and K * , the scattering cross sections also depend on the temperature and density of the thermal medium. Using the approach described above we have been able to obtain a very good fit of the vacuum cross-section with the experimental data for the given set of model parameters for the tree types of scattering mentioned above. Having thus fixed our model in vacuum we replace the propagators with their thermal versions as described above to obtain the in-medium cross-section. The broadening of the widths of the resonances in the medium are reflected in the suppression of the cross section at the resonance energy and this is seen to be about 50 − 70% at T = 160 MeV. The small shift lateral of the peak of the cross section is due to the small contribution from the real part of the thermal self energy function. Here in the upcoming part of this section, we have calculated all the results for three different set of values of pion, nucleon and kaon chemical potential, the choice of these sets have been tabulated in Table I . In our system the only baryon present is the nucleon and hence baryonic chemical potential is essentially nucleon chemical potential. It is to be noted that non-zero values of µ π and µ K are a consequence of pion and kaon number conservation after chemical freezeout [50] and the values taken here are demonstrative (see e.g. [13] ). Now we turn our attention to the numerical results for the temperature dependence of the momentum averaged relaxation time or collision time of π, K and N. The momentum averaged relaxation time is given by the expression,
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
where l ∈ {π, K, N } and f l is the thermal distribution function of the l th species. In Fig. 2we have shown the average relaxation time of pions as a function of temperature in pion, pion-kaon and pion-kaon-nucleon system with and without medium effects taken into consideration. Essentially there are three noticeable features in the figure. Firstly the decreasing trend of the relaxation time with increasing temperature which can be understood in the following manner. The relaxation time goes like ∼ 1/nσ where n is the number density and σ is the cross section. With the increase in temperature, n increases resulting in a reduction of the relaxation time. Secondly, for a given temperature the system relaxes faster when the number of components rises, as the addition of species increases the net density of particles effectively reducing the mean free path. And since the mean free path is directly proportional to the relaxation time, the relaxation time goes down. Finally, we note that the in-medium relaxation times are considerably larger (∼ 10 − 15%) compared to their vacuum counterparts. This is due to decrease in cross-section because of the additional scattering and decay processes at finite temperature. The vacuum results are in good agreement with Ref. [10] . From the different sets we see that with the increase in chemical potential the magnitude of average relaxation time of pions have decreased.
In Figs. 3(a)-(c) and Figs. 3(d)-(f) we have presented the dependence of mean relaxation time of individual species of the hadron gas mixture, i.e. pion, kaons and nucleons, on temperature and baryonic density respectively with and without medium effects. It is noted that the mean relaxation time of kaon remains larger compared to the other constituents of the system in all cases over the temperature range considered because of their smaller cross-section. From Eq. (26), it is evident that mean relaxation time of the components are interdependent. With increasing baryonic density, the relaxation mechanism in the system gets enhanced as the number of particles with which collision is possible increases, and hence a relative decrease in the relaxation time as seen in Figs. 3(a)-(c) . The in-medium behaviour of the relaxation time can also be explained along similar lines as done before. The temperature dependence of scaled thermal conductivity λ/T 2 for different sets of chemical potential of the constituents is shown in Figs. 4(a)-(c) . The quantity λ/T 2 decreases with increase in temperature and also decreases with the increase in chemical potential of the constituents. The fall of λ/T 2 is similar to that of relaxation time, steeper at lower temperature and gradual as temperature increases. Medium effects are reflected by the increase in magnitude of λ/T 2 . With the increase in chemical potential the density of the heavier particles like nucleons and kaons increases which brings down the relaxation time, thus reducing the thermal conductivity.
We now proceed to present the numerical evaluation of shear and bulk viscosity using Eqs. (34) and (35) . The results are shown for the temperature range starting from 100 to 160 MeV which is typical of a hadron gas produced in the later stages of heavy ion collisions. In Figs. 5(a)-(c) and Figs. 5(d)-(f) , the vacuum and in-medium evolution of shear viscosity (η) and specific shear viscosity (η/s) as a function of temperature are shown. Classically, for a single component gas, one can write η ∝p/σ, wherep and σ are the average momentum and binary cross section respectively. Fig. 1 shows that the cross-section reduces with increasing temperature (T ) and sincep goes as √ T, the rise in magnitude of η due to inclusion of medium effects is understandable from the expression of η. Also, the entropy density rises with increase of temperature with a rate faster than η and so we see the monotonic decrease in η/s with increase of temperature in Figs. 5(d)-(f) . The increase in magnitude of η for different sets of increasing chemical potential, even though there is a decrease in relaxation time with the increase in chemical potential, is mainly due to the increase in density which turns out to be the governing factor here. η/s on the other hand decreases with the increase in chemical potential because with the increase in chemical potential the entropy increases faster due to the rapid increase in the degrees of freedom, and the value of η/s is within the KSS-bound.
Bulk viscosity coefficient is calculated numerically using Eq. (35) . The variation of bulk viscosity co-efficient is plotted in Figs. 6(a)-(c) as a function of temperature using vacuum and medium cross-sections. The medium effects are reflected in the increase in magnitude of ζ as compared to that of ζ calculated using vacuum cross-sections. One can also see the visible In Figs. 7 and 8, we have studied the effect of temperature and baryonic chemical potential on η/s and ζ/s with and without medium effects taken into consideration, for µ π = µ K = 0. We find that on introducing the medium effects there is an increase in the magnitude but very little change its behaviour. Also, with increase in baryonic chemical potential the value of η/s decreases while the value increases for ζ/s. The drop in the value of η/s with increase in temperature is found to be sharper at lower baryonic chemical potential while we observe the opposite trend in the case of ζ/s where the drop is sharper at higher chemical potential. At lower temperature the effect of the baryonic chemical potential on ζ/s is found to be more pronounced than at higher temperature, this pattern is also ovserved in the case of η/s. The analogous plots for the variation of λ/T 2 as a function of T and µ N shown in Fig. 9(a) and (b) show features similar to that of η/s.
Finally, in Fig. 10 , we have plotted η/s calculated using different techniques such as blast-wave parametrization [51] , from hadronic cascades URQMD [21] , B3D [52] and SMASH [53] along with our result using both the vacuum and medium dependent cross-sections. The ALICE and PHENIX data are taken from [51] . It is evident that our results are well within range.
In particular, the in-medium η/s calculated in this work for set 1 i.e. for µ π = 0, µ k = 0 and µ N = 0 matches well with the data obtained by [52] .
VI. SUMMARY
In this work we have considered a hot and dense hadronic gas mixture consisting of pions, kaons and nucleons which are the most important components of the system produced during the later stages of heavy ion collisions. We have endeavored to present a systematic study of the relaxation times, viscous coefficients and thermal conductivity for a system consisting only of pions, a system of pions and kaons and finally for a pion-kaon-nucleon system using the Boltzmann transport equation which has been linearised using the Enskog expansion. The key ingredient is the use of in-medium cross-sections which were obtained using one-loop corrected thermal propagators in the matrix elements for ππ, πK and πN scattering. The suppression of the in-medium cross-sections at finite temperature and density were reflected in the enhancement of relaxation times. This in turn results in a significant modification of the temperature dependence of the viscous coefficients. In particular, the value of η/s in the medium was found to be in good agreement with those found in the literature. These results may have significant effects on the evolution of the hot/dense hadronic matter produced in the later stages of heavy ion collisions.
The conservation equations
with N µ = nU µ and total P = p π + p k + p N can be expanded in terms of the derivative with respect to temperature and chemical potential over temperature as
Making use of the expressions obtained in Appendix A in the above equations and then solving for DT , D
where 
and the term X appearing in the above expressions of γ's is given by X = g π −z 
